The NASA mission GRAIL (Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory) inherited its concept from the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) mission to determine the gravity field of the Moon.
Introduction
The NASA mission Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) is the latest and most sophisticated satellite mission for the determination of the lunar gravity field (Zuber et al., 2013b) . It consists of two satellites, GRAIL-A ("Ebb") and GRAIL-B ("Flow"), launched on 10 September 2011, and entering nearly polar lunar orbits in the beginning of 2012. Data for gravity field recovery was acquired during two science phases, given by the requirement that the elevation of the Sun above the orbital plane is large enough for the solar panels to produce enough power. In the primary mission (PM) phase (1 March to 29 May 2012) the mean altitude of the two satellites was 55 km above the lunar surface (corresponding to a revolution period of about 113 minutes). The eccentricity of the orbits varied between around 0.02 at the beginning and end of the PM phase and 0.003 in the middle, while the inclination changed between 89.9
• and 88.5
• with a bimonthly period. In the extended mission (EM) phase (30 August to 14 December 2012) the orbits were lowered to 23 km on average (Zuber et al., 2013a) . The separation between the two spacecraft varied from 40 km to 220 km during the mission to find a compromise between sensitivity and multipath effects on the inter-satellite communications . The mission ended with a controlled crash of the two probes on the Moon on 17 December 2012.
The Celestial Mechanics Approach
The Celestial Mechanics Approach (CMA, Beutler et al., 2010) treats gravity field recovery as an extended orbit determination problem. It is a dynamic approach allowing for pseudo-stochastic parameters to absorb force model deficiencies.
For a GRAIL probe the equations of motion in the inertial system read as r = −GM M r r 3 + f (t, r,˙ r, q 1 , ..., q d ) ,
where GM M denotes the gravity parameter of the Moon, r is the selenocentric position of the probe and f collects all perturbing accelerations as described in Sec. 2.1. Dots indicate derivatives w. r. t. time. The second-order differential equations (1) require six initial or boundary conditions for a particular solution. In the framework of the CMA satellite motion is described as an initial value problem 1 . The initial conditions r(t 0 ) = r(a, e, i, Ω, ω, u; t 0 ) and˙ r(t 0 ) =˙ r(a, e, i, Ω, ω, u; t 0 ) at an initial epoch t 0 are defined by six Keplerian osculating elements. a denotes the semi-major axis, e the numerical eccentricity, i the inclination w. r. t. the equatorial plane, Ω the right ascension of the ascending node, ω the argument of periapsis, and u the argument of latitude at time t 0 . q 1 , ..., q d parametrize the perturbing accelerations and are both arc-specific orbit parameters (e. g., empirical accelerations) and general parameters such as gravity field coefficients. Let us denote the 6 + d parameters (initial conditions and q i ) collectively as p i .
Perturbing accelerations
The perturbing accelerations f on the right-hand side of the equations of motion (1) are given by f = T i f ∇V + a b + a t + a r + a n + a e ,
where V denotes the lunar gravity potential in the Moon-centered body-fixed reference frame, T i f is a rotation matrix relating the Moon-centered body-fixed with the inertial system, a b are the third-body accelerations, a t denote accelerations due to the tidal deformation of the Moon, a r are relativistic corrections, a n nongravitational accelerations and a e empirical accelerations.
The gravity potential
The gravitational acceleration a g . = T i f ∇V exerted by the Moon is written in terms of the lunar gravity potential V , which is expressed using a standard spherical harmonics (SH) expansion (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967) as
lm (sin φ) · C lm cos(mλ) +S lm sin(mλ) ,
where R M is the reference radius (1738 km) of the Moon and r, λ and φ denote the selenocentric radius, longitude and latitude of the evaluation point, respectively.P lm are the fully normalized associated Legendre functions of degree l and order m, andC lm andS lm are the corresponding SH coefficients. For the lunar body-fixed reference system, we use the Principal Axes (PA) system with axes coinciding with the principal axes of inertia of the Moon. The Euler (libration) angles connecting the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS) 2 with the PA system are taken from the DE421 JPL ephemerides (Folkner et al., 2009) . In this article we present lunar gravity field solutions up to a maximum degree l max = 200.
Third-body accelerations
We take third-body accelerations due to Earth, Sun, Jupiter, Venus and Mars into account. These celestial bodies are all approximated as point masses with positions taken from the JPL ephemerides DE421.
Tidal acceleration
The tidal deformation of the Moon due to other celestial bodies causes an additional acceleration acting on the GRAIL probes. According to the IERS2010 conventions (Petit and Luzum, 2010) this acceleration can be expressed in terms of a change of the (tide-free) SH gravity field coefficients as
where j labels the perturbing body (Earth and Sun) of mass M j . r j , λ j and Φ j denote the spherical coordinates of the perturbing body in the lunar body-fixed system and the constants k lm are the Love numbers. We consider only identical forcing and response degrees and orders (2,0), (2,1), (2,2) and (3,0).
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The values for the corresponding Love numbers are taken from Lemoine et al. (2013) and not improved during gravity field determination.
Non-gravitational accelerations
The most important non-gravitational acceleration is caused by direct and indirect solar radiation pressure. Furthermore, thermal radiation of the satellite body induces a further acceleration, about 5 times smaller than the acceleration due to direct solar radiation pressure (Fahnestock et al., 2012) . Currently, we do not model any of these non-gravitational accelerations but absorb them with empirical accelerations (see Sec. 2.1.5) and pseudo-stochastic pulses (see Sec. 2.1.6).
Empirical accelerations
Empirical accelerations can be set up in pre-defined directions (radial, along-track and cross-track) as constant or as periodic terms with given periods. The constants and the coefficients of the periodic terms are estimated in the least-squares adjustment. Empirical accelerations are an efficient way to absorb unmodeled forces (Jäggi et al., 2006) .
Pseudo-stochastic pulses
Pseudo-stochastic pulses are instantaneous velocity changes in pre-defined directions (radial, along-track and cross-track) at user-defined epochs, which can be estimated in the least-squares adjustment (Beutler et al., 2010) . They allow for an efficient absorption of non-gravitational perturbations. While pseudostochastic pulses are non-physical -they do not appear on the right hand side of the equations of motion (1) -they are in principle a means to generate different contiguous short-arc solutions (the generation of usual, non-contiguous short-arcs would require the estimation of additional offsets at the specified times).
Gravity field recovery 2.2.1. Initial orbit determination
In a first step, a priori orbits r 0 (t) are derived on a daily basis from GNI1B positions (Kahan, 2014) . Based on a fixed background gravity field the equations of motion (1) are numerically integrated. In addition, the partial derivatives of the orbit w. r. t. the parameters are obtained by numerically integrating the variational equations, as outlined in Beutler (2005) . This allows in a second step for a single least-squares adjustment of arc-specific parameters to fit both the GNI1B positions and the Ka-band observations. Apart from the initial Keplerian osculating elements the following arc-specific empirical parameters are set up:
• Once-per-revolution unconstrained empirical accelerations in the radial (R), along-track (S) and crosstrack (W) directions over the entire arc-length of 1 day;
• Pseudo-stochastic pulses in R/S/W-directions and constrained to zero with an a priori standard deviation of 0.1 m/s (which is basically free but used to avoid singularities). The spacing of the pulses was set between 10 min and 40 min (see Sec. 4.1).
For some of the solutions presented here, an additional constant empirical acceleration in radial direction is estimated, since we do not solve for the degree 0 of the selenopotential (GM M ). Differently from other approaches, no scaling factors to a priori background models nor instrument-specific parameters are set up to absorb deficiencies in the force modeling.
Generalized orbit determination
The actual gravity field recovery is set up as a generalized orbit improvement of the previously computed a priori orbits r 0j (t) (j = 1, 2 labels the satellites), which are represented by a set of a priori parameter values p 0ij , with i = 1, . . . , 6 + d. The "true" orbit r j (t) is linearized around r 0j (t), so that
and the corrections ∆p ij .
= p ij − p 0ij are the unknowns of a least-squares adjustment for all parameters, this time including the gravity field coefficients.
Using the positions, the observation equations read as
where l P j is the vector of the pseudo-observations, v P j are the residuals and
denotes the vector of the computed spacecraft positions r j at the observation epochs t 1 , . . . , t N , using the a priori gravity field and the selected background models. For the Ka-band range-rate (KBRR) observations we write in analogy
where on the right-hand side are the magnitudes of the projections of the velocity differences onto the line of sight. Numerical integration of the equations of motion and of the variational equations allows us to express the right-hand side of the observation equations (6) and (7) and to set up the normal equation systems (NEQs) for both the position and KBRR observations. These NEQs are set up on a daily basis. The position and KBRR NEQs are combined with an appropriate relative weight (see Sec. 3.2) and the daily combined NEQs are then stacked into weekly, monthly and eventually into a three-monthly NEQ, including the full PM phase. Arc-specific parameters are preeliminated prior to NEQ stacking and the accumulated three-monthly NEQ is eventually inverted to solve for the corrections of the SH coefficients w. r. t. the a priori gravity field coefficients. We do not apply any gravity field regularization.
Our approach for lunar gravity recovery has similarities with, but also differences compared to the approaches followed by the NASA groups. Table 1 shows a comparison of the CMA with the approach followed by the group at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), as detailed in Lemoine et al. (2013) . Both approaches are relying on the estimation of empirical parameters. A total number of 42 (150) empirical parameters is estimated per day and satellite for the CMA when using a spacing of pseudo-stochastic pulses of 40 min (10 min). On the other hand, the GSFC approach uses, apart from solar radiation pressure scaling factors, around 72 (300) empirical acceleration parameters per day which are set up for each (quarter) orbital revolution. Moreover, each group is using its own stand-alone software package for the processing.
Initial orbit determination and modeling evaluation
In the first step of gravity field recovery, initial orbits are estimated based on a given a priori gravity field (see Sec. 2.2.1). Release 4 data for the KBRR from the Ka-band Lunar Gravity Ranging System (LGRS, Klipstein et al., 2013) are used along with GRAIL-A/B positions (GNI1B sub-product) to provide the a priori trajectories during the PM phase covering the period March-May 2012. All data are freely accessible via NASA's Planetary Data System 4 (Kahan, 2014) . Apart from yielding sufficiently accurate a priori orbits r 0 (t) for the subsequent generalized orbit determination, this step is also useful for data screening (see Sec. 3.2) and for evaluating the quality of the force model. The analysis of KBRR residuals is in particular a useful technique to detect inconsistencies and problems in the data.
Fit of GNI1B positions
As in the case of the GRACE mission, the success of the GRAIL mission is based on highly accurate rangerate observations between the two satellites. However, since a complete orbit and gravity field determination from KBRR data alone is not possible (Rowlands et al., 2002) , a sufficiently accurate a priori knowledge of the "absolute" trajectories of the two satellites is needed. −0.2339 ± 1.3881 −0.0020 ± 0.5287 −0.2208 ± 1.6016 GRGM900C 0.0210 ± 0.0227 0.0001 ± 0.0090 −0.2157 ± 0.1288 Table 2 : Mean values and standard deviations of estimated pseudo-stochastic pulses for GRAIL-A over the entire PM phase, obtained in a GNI1B fit using different background gravity field models. Values in mm/s.
In the present study, the GNI1B positions are used as pseudo-observations for this purpose. Although they are not original observations, their usage allows us to adapt the CMA from GRACE -where GPSderived kinematic positions of the probes are available (Jäggi et al., 2012) -to GRAIL, without the necessity of processing Doppler data from DSN tracking (see Sec. 5). Figure 1 shows the daily RMS values of the GRAIL-A position residuals for the initial orbits generated for the whole PM phase using the GNI1B positions only, along with several background gravity fields; from the rather old Lunar Prospector model JGL165P1 (Konopliv et al., 2001) , the Selene/Kaguya model SGM150J (Goossens et al., 2011) , up to the recent GRGM900C GRAIL model. Pseudo-stochastic pulses are estimated every 40 minutes to compensate for the missing modeling of non-gravitational accelerations, e. g., caused by solar radiation pressure. The accuracy of the resulting orbital fits strongly depends on the background gravity field, especially on the far-side of the Moon. The gray areas in Fig. 1 indicate the time spans during which less than 80 % of the GRAIL orbits were visible from the Earth and thus the spacecraft were probing the far-side of the Moon. For Lunar Prospector, the lack of Doppler observations resulted in a particularly poor gravity field determination on the far-side, which manifests itself in position residuals up to several meters on these days. On the other hand, consistently using the recent GRGM900C model up to degree 900 as background gravity field results in an RMS of a few cm. The impact of using the full model GRGM900C is particularly large for the first and last days of the PM phase, when the GRAIL orbits were more eccentric and had a lower periapsis (see detail in the lower part of Fig. 1) . Table 2 contains the mean values and the standard deviations of the estimated pseudo-stochastic pulses for GRAIL-A over the entire PM phase (in mm/s). The pulses are obviously larger in radial and along-track directions when using the pre-GRAIL gravity models, while in the cross-track direction only a change in their variability is observed. Figure 2 shows the pulses for GRAIL-A over the entire PM phase, together with the β-angle, the elevation of the Sun above the orbital plane. The full model GRGM900C was used as background field. The pulses show a clear dependence on the β-angle, in particular in the cross-track direction, indicating that they (partially) compensate the accelerations induced by solar radiation pressure.
Combined fit of GNI1B positions and KBRR data
The addition of the KBRR observations further improves the a priori orbits and, more importantly, yields KBRR residuals, serving as a sensitive tool for modeling and data quality assessment. KBRR observations provide the relative velocity of the two GRAIL probes along the line of sight with a nominal accuracy of about 0.05 µm/s . With the GNI1B positions not being original observations and because we lack information on their accuracy, the relative weighting of the two observation types is not straightforward. One approach could be to consider the relative fit accuracies of roughly 1 cm for the GNI1B positions (see Fig. 1 ) and 1 µm/s for the KBRR (see Fig. 3 ), which would suggest a relative weighting of the two observation types of 1 : 10 8 (ratio of the squares of the two accuracies). However, the actual orbital position accuracy is probably less, while the KBRR are more accurate, suggesting relative weightings of 1 : 10 10 − 1 : 10 12 . The impact of the weighting on the gravity field solution will be discussed in Sec. 4.2. Currently, for a given solution shown here we use a fixed ratio for all days. A more sophisticated weighting, like variance-component estimation (Koch and Kusche, 2002 ) might be applied in the future, when GNI1B positions will be replaced by Doppler observations. KBRR residuals can be used for screening the Ka-band data in the framework of the initial orbit determination. With the existing high-quality GRAIL gravity fields at hand this can be efficiently done by computing orbits r 0 (t) based on, e.g., GRGM900C as background gravity field model and by using both the GNI1B positions and the KBRR observations. The resulting KBRR residuals are checked for outliers to identify portions of the KBRR data to be removed from the processing. Figure 3 shows the daily RMS values for the KBRR residuals over the entire PM phase for a combined (GNI1B positions and KBRR observations) initial orbit determination. When using the full model GRGM900C as background gravity field, the KBRR residuals are at the µm/s level, as shown in detail in Figure 4 for the first 200 minutes of day 062 (2 March 2012). The horizontal bars indicate the time spans during which the GRAIL probes are in sunlight (GRAIL-A on top, GRAIL-B at the bottom). At the transitions between light and shadow each of the probes experiences different illumination conditions, resulting in significant changes in the KBRR residuals. This indicates that missing solar radiation pressure is now the largest shortcoming of our modeling. This is partially compensated by equally spaced pseudo-stochastic pulses, whose impact every 40 minutes (indicated by the vertical lines) is also clearly visible. A possible further improvement would be to estimate additional pulses at transitions between light and shadow, which we did not consider.
Hence, even without a sophisticated modeling of non-gravitational forces, the chosen set of empirical accelerations and pseudo-stochastic pulses allows to get down to a comfortable residual level. 
Comparison of release 2 and release 4 data
The results presented in this paper are based on release 4 data (published on 1 April 2014). Nevertheless, we started this study working on release 2. Based on the lessons learned, we point out some useful aspects for handling this data.
KBRR data result from a complex iterative processing of the inter-satellite Ka-band phase measurements which are corrected for several effects (geometric, time-of-flight, clock offsets, . . . ), as detailed in Kruizinga et al. (2013) . The observation epochs for the Ka-band range data (as well as for the GNI1B positions) are generally given in the barycentric dynamical time (TDB) frame as seconds past 12:00:00, 1 January 2000 (Kahan, 2014) . Our attempts to reduce the KBRR residuals using release 2 data showed that the introduction of a Ka-band time bias, i. e., an offset of the actual observation epoch from the nominal one (already mentioned in Lemoine et al. (2013) ), was necessary. Allowing for such an offset greatly reduced the KBRR residuals, as shown in Fig. 5 . For the release 2 data of the PM phase the estimated time bias turned out to oscillate around a mean value of -1.02 s with a period of about one month and a peak-to-peak value of about 10 ms, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . The release 2 data of the EM phase did not show such large Ka-band time biases. Release 4 of the data does not show large Ka-band time offsets for the PM phase either (as stated by Lemoine et al. (2014) ). In this case, the estimation of a Ka-band time bias has only a minor impact on both the KBRR residuals and on the gravity field solution (see Sec. 4.4). The estimated Ka-band time bias when using release 2 data together with GRGM660PRIM and release 4 data together with GRGM900C (shifted by -1020 ms).
Figure 5 also illustrates the improvement between the two data releases. Even when estimating a Kaband time bias, the KBRR residuals obtained from release 2 data are nearly an order of magnitude larger than the residuals obtained from release 4 data. Furthermore, the very dominant once-per-revolution signals in the residuals are significantly reduced when passing from release 2 to release 4 of the data.
Gravity field recovery
The initial orbits are now used as a priori orbits for the actual gravity field recovery. As explained in Sec. 2.2.2, the recovery is designed as a generalized orbit determination process, in which both the orbits and the gravity field are improved together. In this section, we first discuss the spacing of the pseudostochastic pulses, analyze the impact of the relative weighting of position and KBRR data on the solution, and demonstrate the performance of the CMA regarding the independence of the final gravity field solutions from the a priori field. We then compare gravity field solutions obtained from releases 2 and 4 of the data, before presenting and evaluating our first lunar gravity field solutions up to degree and order 200. For a common comparison of different gravity fields, we will often make use of the difference degree amplitude
where ∆C lm and ∆S lm are the differences between the corresponding SH coefficients of the tested fields. Analogously, we will show the signal and error degree amplitudes, where in Eq. (8) ∆C lm and ∆S lm are replaced by the values of the coefficients and their errors, respectively.
Spacing of pseudo-stochastic pulses
Since at the time being we do not explicitly model any non-gravitational forces, the setting up of pseudostochastic pulses is crucial to absorb model deficiencies. While on one hand a higher number of pulses allows for better fits of the observations, too many pulses may absorb gravity field signal to be recovered (Jäggi et al., 2012) . To find an appropriate parametrization, a number of gravity field solutions up to degree and order 120 were computed, differing in the amount of pulses. The comparison of these solutions w. r. t. GRGM900C (in terms of difference degree amplitudes, see Eq. (8)) showed that a spacing of around 30-40 minutes between pulses is the optimum. This holds, if no gravity field information is introduced beyond degree 120. On the other hand a high-quality a priori gravity field like GRGM900C can be introduced to high degrees. Adjusting only the coefficients up to degree 120, but keeping fixed the coefficients beyond degree 120 reduces the omission errors (i.e., the errors due to a finite expansion of the potential) and demonstrates the precision of the solution we could obtain at best if we estimated the SH coefficients to higher degrees. In this case, a smaller spacing between the pseudo-stochastic pulses (around 15 minutes) turns out to be more helpful, since the solution is more sensitive to model deficiencies and not dominated by omission errors.
In the case of Earth gravity recovery the spacing of the pseudo-stochastic pulses can be straightforwardly chosen based on a trade-off between a compensation of model deficiencies and a degradation of the gravity field solution due to too many pulses. However, due to the much slower rotation of the Moon, consecutive GRAIL satellite ground tracks are much closer to each other (at the equator about 30 km for GRAIL compared to about 2500 km for GRACE) and a uniform pulse spacing can cause a very systematic selenographic distribution of the locations where the pulses are applied, introducing a resonance-like degradation of the gravity field solution. Figure 7a shows the difference and error degree amplitudes of three degree-120 solutions which were obtained with different pulse spacings and using the model GRGM900C up to degree and order 660 as a priori field. A relative weighting of 1 : 10 8 for positions and KBRR data was used. For the 40 and 30 minutes solution one can notice a clear increase of the differences at degrees around 55 and 75, respectively. For the 10 minutes solution a degradation appears only above degree 120. Fig. 7b shows the selenographic positions where the 40 minutes and 30 minutes pulses were applied for GRAIL-A. Both spacings show a rather regular distribution of the pulses over the lunar surface; the pattern for 10 minutes spacing resembles the 40 minutes pattern but is more closely meshed. As in the case of orbit resonances, these systematic patterns degrade coefficients of given orders (see also Fig. 12 ), causing the noticeable increases in the difference degree amplitudes. For the degree-200 solution AIUB-GRL200B, which is based on GRGM900C up to degree 660 (see Sec. 4.5), the pulse spacing was set to 15 minutes. This results in a slightly less regular distribution of the pulses, but the effect is still present. We point out that the mentioned issue is a rather small effect that only becomes obvious if the omission errors are significantly reduced by introducing a GRAIL a priori field up to a high degree. 
Relative weighting of positions and KBRR data
As discussed in Sec. 3.2, we set up the (fixed) relative weighting in the combination of the GNI1B positions and KBRR data based on their accuracy. Depending on what is taken as accuracy measure, weighting ratios of 1 : 10 8 − 1 : 10 12 are reasonable. Figure 8 shows the difference and error degree amplitudes of degree-120 solutions which were obtained by introducing GRGM900C up to degree and order 660 and by using a 10 minutes spacing of the pseudo-stochastic pulses. The solutions only differ by the relative weighting between position and KBRR data.
While the differences w. r. t. GRGM900C are similar for the solutions with a weighting of 1 : 10 8 and 1 : 10 10 , a value of 1 : 10 12 obviously degrades the solution. Regarding the formal errors (dashed lines), the solution with a weighting of 1 : 10 10 is preferred over the 1 : 10 8 solution. In the following sections, we will present gravity field solutions which are based on a relative weighting of either 1 : 10 8 or 1 : 10 10 .
Independence of the solution from the a priori field
The independence of the final solution from the a priori gravity field is a crucial aspect of gravity field recovery. Figure 9 shows the difference degree amplitudes of degree-120 solutions based on different a priori fields w. r. t. GRGM900C. When starting with JGL165P1 truncated to d/o 120, two iterations are sufficient to reach the level of a solution obtained from GRGM900C after one iteration (dashed line). A pulse spacing of 40 minutes and a relative weighting of 1 : 10 8 between GNI1B positions and KBRR data was used. Moreover, since we do not solve for the degree 0 of the selenopotential (GM M ), one constant empirical acceleration in radial direction was additionally estimated per day.
Comparison of release 2 and release 4 data
In analogy to the discussion presented in Sec. 3.3, Fig. 10 shows difference and error degree amplitudes of gravity field solutions obtained from release 2 and release 4 of the position and Ka-band data and the impact of the estimation of a Ka-band time bias. The solutions are all estimated up to d/o 120 and use GRGM900C up to d/o 120 as a priori field, with a relative weighting of 1 : 10 8 and a pulse spacing of 40 minutes. Allowing for a Ka-band time bias significantly improves the gravity field solution when using release 2 data. On the other hand, at least at our current level of accuracy, taking into account a Ka-band time bias is less critical for release 4 data. This is in agreement with the fact that, for release 4 data, the estimated Ka-band time bias is very small and that the KBRR residuals are almost unaffected by this parameter (see Sec. 3.3). Figure 5 showed that the KBRR residuals are considerably smaller when using release 4 data with or without Ka-band time bias instead of release 2 data with Ka-band time bias. The corresponding gravity field solutions appear to differ only at the lowest degree. Interestingly, for degree 2 the agreement with GRGM900C is better for the gravity field solution obtained from release 2 data and including a time bias than for the solutions obtained from release 4 data.
First gravity field solutions to d/o 200
Based on the results of the above experiments and using the parametrization described in Sec. 2.2, we computed degree-200 solutions based on release 4 data of the PM phase. Figure 11 shows the difference degree amplitudes of the estimated degree-200 solutions w. r. t. GRGM900C. The AIUB-GRL200A curve represents a solution which was obtained using GRGM900C up to d/o 200 as a priori field, i. e., by not making use of it beyond the maximum degree resolved. This solution was obtained after one iteration. In order to stress the independence of our solution from the a priori field, we also show a degree-200 solution computed by using JGL165P1 within two iterations (dashed curve). This solution very closely matches AIUB-GRL200A. Both solutions were obtained using a 40 minutes spacing of the pseudostochastic pulses and with a relative weighting of 1 : 10 8 between GNI1B and KBRR data. Furthermore, because we do not solve for GM M , one constant empirical radial acceleration per day was estimated. For reference, the difference degree amplitudes of JGL165P1, SGM150J and of the JPL GRAIL field GL0900C are shown, as well. The dotted lines indicate the formal errors of the respective solutions.
To assess the importance of KBRR data for the gravity field solution, a position-only solution to d/o 200 was computed using GRGM660PRIM up to d/o 200 as a priori field and a pulse spacing of 40 minutes. We point out that this solution does not coincide with a Doppler-only solution, since the GNI1B positions are continuous and contain both Doppler and KBRR information. Its difference degree amplitude suggests that AIUB-GRL200A is dominated by the GNI1B positions only at the lowest degrees. The inclusion of the KBRR data strongly improves the solution and reduces the formal errors over almost the entire spectral domain.
In order to reduce the omission errors, GRGM900C was also used up to d/o 660 as the a priori field, resulting in a solution represented by the AIUB-GRL200B curve. A 15 minutes spacing of the pseudo- stochastic pulses and a relative weighting of 1 : 10 10 was used. For consistency reasons, one constant empirical radial acceleration per day was estimated for this solution as well. This result indicates the precision that could be currently achieved at best when estimating gravity field coefficients beyond d/o 200 and shows the potential of our approach for the perspective development of a GRAIL solution to higher degrees. It is remarkable to note that the differences of this solution are comparable to the differences w. r. t. the JPL GRAIL field GL0900C up to degree 50. We point out that also AIUB-GRL200B results from a single iteration.
The AIUB-GRL200B solution shows a sudden increase of differences w. r. t. GRGM900C around degree 150. We attribute this to the spatial distribution of the pseudo-stochastic pulses discussed in Sec. 4.1. Figure 12 shows the coefficient differences between GRGM900C and AIUB-GRL200B. It reveals that the increase in the difference degree amplitude originates from degraded coefficients of orders around 150. The coefficients of orders around 50 and 100 are (less) degraded as well. This resembles the problems observed in gravity field recovery from satellites showing orbit resonances -see, e.g., (Wagner et al., 2006) for a discussion of orbit resonances for GRACE. Options to overcome these limitations are a more adequate choice of a uniform pulse spacing, the usage of non-uniform spacings, or, eventually, an explicit modeling of non-gravitational accelerations, rendering the use of pseudo-stochastic pulses dispensable or at least less crucial.
Introducing AIUB-GRL200A as background gravity field for a postfit of the KBRR data (with 40 minutes pulse spacing) yields a mean RMS of 19.7 µm/s, which is slightly smaller than the RMS obtained when using GRGM900C truncated at degree 200 (see Fig. 3 ). If the postfit is performed with a gravity field consisting of AIUB-GRL200B for the first 200 degrees and of GRGM900C for degrees 201-660, the mean RMS value is 1.1 µm/s when using pulses every 40 minutes, and 0.7 µm/s when using pulses every 15 minutes. Figure 13 shows the free-air gravity anomalies (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967) derived from AIUB-GRL200A using a Moon reference radius of 1738 km. It shows many details which can be correlated with surface features and it does not show the asymmetry in resolution between near-and far-side which was characteristic for all pre-GRAIL gravity field solutions.
Correlation between gravity and topography
As a further validation of our results, we computed the correlation between gravity and topography (Wieczorek, 2007) . Using the lunar topography derived from the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA, Smith et al., 2010) in its spherical harmonics representation 5 and following the procedure outlined by Wieczorek Figure 13 : Free-air gravity anomalies of AIUB-GRL200A on a 0.5 • ×0.5
• grid (Mollweide projection centered around 270
• , with the nearside on the right).
and Phillips (1998), we computed the topography-induced gravity. We assumed an overall density of 2560 kg/m 3 and we used the expansion of the topography (height w. r. t. the reference radius) up to the 9th power. Let S gg (l) and S hh (l) be the power spectrum of the gravity field and of the topography-induced gravity field, and S gh (l) their cross-power spectrum at degree l. The correlation γ(l) at degree l, shown in Fig. 14 , is then computed as Figure 14 shows that the correlation for our solution AIUB-GRL200A is comparable to the correlation for GRGM900C up to degree 170, where it drops below 0.98. The decrease for higher degrees is mainly due to the omission errors. The correlation for AIUB-GRL200B does not drop below 0.989 up to degree 200 and closely matches the correlations for GRGM900C (see detail in lower part of Fig. 14) .
Outlook and perspectives
Our results demonstrate the potential of a relatively straightforward adaption of the CMA from GRACE to GRAIL for the recovery of the lunar gravity field. Nevertheless, several improvements are foreseen in view of a higher-resolved AIUB solution. First, direct and indirect solar radiation pressure should be dealt with in a more physical way by using a macro model of the GRAIL probes. In addition, a thorough test of more sophisticated empirical orbit models will be conducted. Also, a more refined data screening, and a precise modeling of orbital maneuvers -mainly angular momentum desaturation maneuvers ) -might increase the amount of processed data and improve the solution.
Moreover, the use of the GNI1B position data as pseudo-observations is not fully satisfactory and is potentially dangerous for the orbit and gravity field determination (Jäggi et al., 2015) . Besides the KBRR observations, GRAIL has been regularly Doppler tracked by several Earth-based stations of the DSN. The tracking took place using both X-band and S-band communications, with a nominal accuracy of 0.03 mm/s and 0.1 mm/s, respectively. In terms of Doppler frequency, this roughly corresponds to 1 mHz accuracy.
We are currently improving the Doppler modeling in the Bernese GNSS software in order to reach the nominal accuracy as well as setting up the orbit improvement based on DSN observations. The outcome of this development will be addressed in a future work focusing on the end to end analysis of the lunar gravity field starting from original observed data within the Bernese GNSS software, which is necessary to obtain fully independent solutions for both orbit and gravity field determination. 
Summary and conclusion
The ultra-precise inter-satellite ranging measurements of the GRAIL mission allow for impressive major improvements in lunar gravity field recovery. Given the similarities between the Moon-orbiting GRAIL mission and the Earth-orbiting GRACE mission it is natural to seek for an adaption of our gravity recovery approach -the CMA -from GRACE to GRAIL. The availability of the GNI1B positions of the GRAIL probes allows us to directly initiate this task within the Bernese GNSS software without first having to process DSN Doppler data.
After having outlined the principles of the CMA, we have first focused on results from the initial orbit determination. We have pointed out differences between release 2 and release 4 data and have shown that it is mandatory to estimate a Ka-band time bias when processing release 2 data. We have demonstrated that we reach the few cm level for position residuals and the 1 µm/s level for the KBRR residuals when using release 4 data together with the GRGM900C gravity field model. This result can be achieved even without a sophisticated modeling of non-gravitational forces by using an adequate orbit parametrization in terms of a limited number of empirical accelerations and pseudo-stochastic pulses. We have analyzed the impact of the spacing of the pseudo-stochastic pulses on the gravity field solutions, showing that an inappropriate spacing can lead to resonance-like degradations. Moreover, we have studied the influence of the relative weighting of GNI1B positions and KBRR data on the gravity field solution and we have demonstrated the independence of our gravity recovery approach from the a priori field.
We have presented the lunar gravity field models AIUB-GRL200A and AIUB-GRL200B up to degree and order 200. They use GRGM900C as a priori field (up to degree and order 200 and 660, respectively), are estimated without applying any constraints and within one single iteration. As further validation, a degree-200 solution based on Lunar Prospector JGL165P1 as a priori gravity field was also presented and shown to converge on AIUB-GRL200A within two iterations. Although not completely independent from the official GRAIL solutions (due to the usage of the GNI1B positions), AIUB-GRL200A/B represent alternative solutions for the lunar gravity field from GRAIL data obtained by using an independent software and exceeding the GRAIL mission requirements . We have compared our solutions to the GRAIL solutions GRGM900C and GL0900C, showing that the discrepancies among AIUB-GRL200B and the two NASA models are already comparable, at least up to d/o 50. Moreover, we have evaluated our solutions in terms of the correlations to the LOLA topography-induced gravity fields. For AIUB-GRL200A the correlation drops below 0.98 at degree 170, for AIUB-GRL200B it does not drop below 0.98 up to degree 200.
Both models, AIUB-GRL200A and AIUB-GRL200B, are available at the web page of the International Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM, http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de).
Although convenient for the initialization of GRAIL data processing, the use of the GNI1B positions is not completely satisfactory. The implementation of DSN Doppler data processing into the Bernese GNSS Software will eventually allow us to contribute a fully stand-alone solution. Furthermore, the addition of the data at lower orbital altitude from the EM phase, as well as explicit modeling of solar radiation pressure will strengthen future solutions with higher resolution.
